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To all whom it may ?oncern: 
i Beit known that I, JAcOB BEHEL, of the city pf 
Rockford, county of Winnebago, and State of Illinois, 
have invented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Gates; and I do hereby declare that the following 
is a full, clear, and exact description thereof, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, im which– 

Figure 1 is an isometrical view ofagate embracing 
my improvements. 

i Ifigure 2 is a top wiew of the hanging-post, hanging 
stile, and a portion of the gate, with the hinges in 
place. 

Figures 3 and 4 are sections of the lower hinge, 
each part being cut through its centre. 

Similarletters of reference indicatesimilar partsin 
the different figures. 
My invention relates to that class of gates usually 

known as automatic, and which can be opened and 
closed from both sides. 
In fig. 1, A represents agate which may be ofany 

desired pattern, but, in this case, is composed of Tails 
a, a, &c, framed into a latching-stile b, and hanging 
stile c. 

Tlne, rails are supported in their length by rods d' 
and d'. • 

The upper end of d is formed to receive truss-link 
e, the upper end of which is pierced to receive the 
brace-rodf, which is made fast to the forward end of 
the gate, and to the upper end of the hanging-stile c. 
The forward end of the gate is provided with a 

latch, g, to drop into a strike-plate, li, on post B. 
This gate is supported upom a hook and Cup-hinge, 

jj, secured to hanging-stile C and hanging-post C. 
The upper end of hanging-stile c is connected to 

hanging-post C by?a double fulcrum-lever hinge, D, 
upon fulcrum-pinsk k. 
The hanging-stile cis provided with upward pro 

jecting studs i Band hanging-post with stud m. 
- To the ends of hinge Dare attached the wires, n, m, 
&c., which are formed of links m, n, &c, and pulso, 
o. &c. 
"The extreme ends of links n, n/, &c., are secured to 
the arms pp, which are framed into the posts E E, 
neartheir upper end. 
These posts EE may beplacedone on each side of 

the gate, at any convenient distance therefrom, and 
may be on line with the hanging-post, and at right 
angles to the gate when shut, oratany other conven 
ient angle thereto. 
The first part of my invention consists in prowiding 

a gate with a brace-rod, f. secured to front of gate A 
and upper end of hanging-stile c, with truss-link e, 
connected to the gate by rod d, or otherwise, from 
which it will be seen that by moving theupperend of 
the truss-link e toward the hanging-stile c, the brace 
rod fwill be forced downward, and will occupy the 
position represented by dotted lines, when the brace 

rod f will be griped by truss-linke, which will pre 
went it slipping. . . "." - . 
. The object of this arrangementis, first to prewent 
the forward end of the gaté from sinking; and, sec 
ond, to adjust it to the proper height to insure its 
latching proper?y in the strike-plate h; also, to pre 
went the middle portions of the gate from sagging. 
The hingesjjare constructed with two plates, form 

inga right angle from the vertex of which. protrudes 
the knuckle, in one of which is formed the cup. as 
; fig. 3, and on the other is formed the hook, as at 
g. 4. M M 

This hinge isso formed that it will apply to anyan 
gle of a rectangular post, and the plateswill embrace 
two sides thereofas seen at jj, figs. 1 and 2, and can 
be used for either right orleft-hand swinging-gates. 
The lever-hinge D, which connects the upperends 

of hanging-stile c to hanging-post C, upon fulcrum 
pinsk k, isso formed that a portiom ofit projectsfor 
ward of the fulcrum-pin k, and works between the 
studs l land, also, is socurved that it will restagainst 
the stud m, on hanging-post C, when thegateisclosed. 
Theouterends are pieced to receive the wires n, 

with puls o and links n, which are secured to arms p 
in posts E. * : 
By this arrangement, it will be seen, from the posi 

tion of the bearings kl of the upper hinge, that the 
action of grawity will tend to keep the gate closed. 

It will also be seen that if the parts be t?urown into 
the position represented by dotted lines, as at fig. 2, 
that the movable fulcrum kwill occupy the position k”, 
in dotted lines, and as the bearingss, of lower hinge, 
and k, of upper hinge, are fixed, the movable bearing 
k will have passed from one side to the opposite side 
of the bearings, of the lówer hinge, and the gate will 
be in the position represented by dotted lines, when 
the centre of gravity willalso have been changed from 
one side to the oppositeside of bearings, and its ac 
tion will tend to keep it open; also, the fulcrum k, 
in passing to k”, will move upom the dottedline in red 
ink, which is on theside of bearings, toward the bear 
ing ki, from which it will be seen that the forwardend 
of the gate will be made to movein an upward curved 
line in opening, and, when open, the front end willbe 
higher than the rear end, the object of which is to 
construct automatic gates that can be made to open 
upward on ascending grades, and to pass obstructions 
in opening, whichisdone, in this case, by changing the 
centre of grawity. * . 
To open and close the gate against heavy, gales of 

wind, I have provided the studs i l, and a portion of 
hinge D, to work between them, with suficient play 
to permit the gate to rise suficient to cause it to un 
latch, when the projection on D will come in contact 
with stud l, and, in closing, the projection will come 
in contact with studi, as in dotted lines, by means of 
which, through the medium of the puls and connect 
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Ing-wires, I am enabled to open and close the gate 2. Hinge jj, lever-hinge D, studs l, 1, and m, or 
against obstructions. their equivalents, when applied as and for the purpose 
The lever-hinge Disso constructed that it can be set forth, and operated by means of wires n n/and puls 

used forgates swinging to the right or left hand, as || 0, ortheirequivalents, substantially in the mannerand 
desired, by turningit upside down. for the purposeset forth. 

Having thus described my invention, 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let- Witnesses: 

ters Patent, is- * FRA's D. CAMMANN, 

JACOB BEHEL. 

1. The brace-rodfandtruss-rode,when constructed F. W. CAMMANN. 
and applied as and for the purposeset forth. 

  


